
Energy without illusions
Wilpoldsreid has a problem

…. and nuclear isn’t the answer.

It has     …         11 wind turbines

5 biogas plants

a hydropower        
system

4,983 kWp of PV

and produces  >500% of its energy needs



SMART CITIES:    Karlsruhe
• one of 190 German towns/cities to have taken 
their electricity grid into social ownership

• in a country with over 800 electricity distributors
• 2 million electricity ‘generators’. 

• 900 energy co-operatives

• and where localities can sell the energy they 
generate, back to their own communities, at 
lower prices.

• where 1 in 6 companies create their own energy



Ownership of Germany’s 83GW of renewable 
electricity



Planning

… in France, all new roofs must be 
solar or nature ones.

.... in California, all new buildings, 
up to 10 floors, must be solar PV or 
solar thermal.



With a plan for heat as well as power: 
- Munich’s Ackermannbogen estate 

26,600sq/m of solar thermal roof panels

feeding a 5,700cu.m reservoir

supplying 50% of the estate’s heating needs

…  backed up by heat pump and 
district heating connections



Sonnenschiff - Freiberg’s ‘solar city’

…producing 4x the 
amount of energy 
it uses.

Changing the way we think



Storing and sharing

Last year, Germany installed 15,000 local 
energy storage systems

…dozens of ‘Smart storage’ partnerships 
have launched in the last year alone.

Tesla has launched its ‘Powerwall’ system 
across the US and Europe, and



• passive house ‘plus’ … PV modules in balcony balustrades … solar thermal roof 
units … climbing plants/solar shade … PCM curtains and thermal store … heat 
pumps.

Hamburg’s ‘Smart is Green’ apartments

Improving the buildings we already have



Demand reduction:
KfW and the economics of ‘less’



Germany is currently delivering 400+ MW of demand reduction/month 
in energy efficiency savings; equivalent to closing 5 power stations/yr.



Back to the Future?
Manchester 1817: socially owned, local 
energy
- 1947: 50% of LA income came from their 
own utilities 

- 2017:  local energy networks
virtual power stations/smart grids
storing, saving and sharing

in an energy democracy 
that changes everything. 



The 
Transformation 

timeframe

… the 10 year 
window in which 
to replace power 
stations with 
(sustainable) 
energy systems.


